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1 Stars notes 2019/08/23 - Fri - Stellar structure, Ob-

serving Stars

Ask if anyone would like to participate in a python install session

1.1 Stellar structure

or
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Assume spherical symmetry - structure is defined by concentric shells of uniform prop-
erties. But what properties?

We need an independent variable (that everything else will be a function of): first
choice: r radius (will change this later!)

Dependent properties: ρ, T , Xi - density, temperature, abundances (mass fractions of
various elements) - represent what matter is at each radius and what its ”state” is.

Note that you can get pressure P , internal energy (per mass), E , entropy (per mass),
s from these. (Helmholtz representation). i.e. there are known functions P (ρ, T, {Xi})
and E(ρ, T, {Xi}). This is called the ”Equation of State”. You know the simplest forms
like P = NkT/V , where N/V is like a number density ρ/m where m is the mass of each
particle in the gas and ρ is the mass density..

Alternative independent variable: mass coordinate Mr

dMr = 4πr2ρdr

label each shell by the mass enclosed. More convenient because a given ”lump of stuff” in
some sense always has the same mass coordinate. Then our new coordinate is

Mr =

∫ r

0

4πr2ρdr
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Mr is zero at the center of the star, and the star’s mass at the surface. Mr = 0.5M is
halfway out through the star in terms of stellar material.

so now have ρ(Mr), T (Mr), and Xi(Mr) as our instantaneous stellar state (no momen-
tum).

Note ρ(Mr) now gives r(Mr), our previous independent variable has become a dependent
variable.

So now our ”coordinates” are Mr, which gives location (shell) in the star, and time t,
which gives time as the star evolves. So need to determine three fields in two coordinates:

ρ(Mr, t), T (Mr, t), Xi(Mr, t)

Since we have two coordinates, we will need to use partial derivatives.

1.2 Stellar structure equations

We learned that the time-varying ”structure” of a star is phrased in the functions

ρ(Mr, t), T (Mr, t), Xi(Mr, t)

The first of these can be integrated to obtain r(Mr, t). Note R = r(Mr = M).

Stellar structure (and evolution) equations

Adapted from Sugimoto (1970, ApJ, 159, 619) http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1970ApJ...159..619S
but these are the same equations solved in MESA star today

4 equations
(Note P , ρ and T are not actually independent, which is really a 5th equation. the equation
of state (EOS))

1.”continuity”
∂r

∂Mr

=
1

4πr2ρ

2. Hydrostatic balance (gravitational equilibrium)

∂P

∂Mr

= −GMr

4πr4

3. Heat transport - ”luminosity” (total heat flux through a shell) from temperature
gradient

Lr =

[
16πacGT 3

3κ

]
∂Mr

∂P

∂T

∂Mr

where κ is ”opacity” – sets difficulty to transport heat. a, c, G are constants of nature.
4. Energy conservation gives time evolution

∂Lr
∂Mr

= −T ∂s

∂t
+εnuc − εν

where εnuc is nuclear heating and εν is energy lost to escaping neutrinos.

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1970ApJ...159..619S
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1.3 Observing Stars: Magnitudes and colors

Definition based on the star called Vega: for which U = B = V = 0. The magnitude scale
is as follows: logarithmic where 5 magnitudes is a factor of 100, using Vega as zero point
reference.

mV = V = −2.5 log10

(
FVband

FVband,Vega

)
where F is the flux or intensity, generally measured in erg s−1 cm−2 (mks unit: W/m2)

λ0 is the central wavelength. and the last column is the flux in the band for Magnitude
zero.

What is actually measured is collected photons:

N ≈ F × (Collecting Area))× (Exposure time)
hc
λ0

but this has uncertainty. Only know to ±
√
N . Note background is included in N , and so

contributes to uncertainty. (see HW problem)
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